Exchange Data International to Distribute Best Credit Data’s Corporate Bond
Pricing Data
EDI clients can now subscribe to BCD Corporate Bond Pricing feed.
Boston, Massachusetts - February 29, 2016 - Best Credit Data (BCD), a provider of end of day bond
pricing data, today announced that Exchange Data International (EDI), will distribute BCD Corporate
Bond End-of-Day Pricing data to EDI clients around the world.
BCD Corporate bond pricing provides end of day pricing for over 30,000 US Corporate bonds every day
and roughly 7 years of daily history. Customers will be able to access such data fields as: Price, Yield,
Spread, Multiple duration calculations, Convexity, and OAS. This agreement builds on BCD’s and EDI’s
existing Municipal Bond Pricing service agreement. There are plans to deliver future pricing and analytics
for other asset classes in the coming months.
“EDI’s clients have wanted excellent, affordable corporate bond pricing and analytics data and we
proudly delivered.” stated CEO Pierre Robert. “We really value and appreciate our partnership with
EDI.”
“BCD’s continued dedication to being an excellent alternative source of fixed income pricing and
analytics can only serve our clients who deal with an illiquid fixed income world with no one willing to
share data.” said Jonathan Bloch, CEO of EDI. “We greatly value their content and partnership.”

About Best Credit Data Inc.
Best Credit Data is a Boston based provider of US bond pricing and analytics. By using observation
driven methodology and big data database technology, BCD is changing the bond pricing and analytics
world by providing cost effect alternatives to the market.
About Exchange Data International
Exchange Data International (EDI) helps the global financial and investment community make informed decisions
through the provision of fast, accurate timely and affordable data reference services.
EDI’s extensive content database includes worldwide equity and fixed income corporate actions, dividends, static
reference data, closing prices and shares outstanding, delivered via data feeds and the Internet.

The firm covers all major markets with special emphasis on emerging and frontier markets that are Africa, Asia, Far
East, Latin America and Middle East.
EDI is based in London, with offices in New York and India and Morocco. For more information about EDI visit
www.exchange-data.com.
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